Junior Front-end Designer/Developer
Intern position
A versatile frontend designer developer that can create beautiful digital experiences using
responsive frameworks on top of Silverstripe and eCommerce platform Shopify?
You will be collaborating with other designers, developers and strategists. An understanding of
UX and UI principles is hugely beneficial. While SilverStripe/PHP experience is beneficial it is not
essential, however, a strong understanding of HTML, CSS, and Javascript is. Experience with the Adobe
Suite and UX tools such as Sketch or photo.io would be an added perk.
This is a customer-facing role and would suit someone who is self-motivated, collaborative and thrives in
a fast-paced, open-plan team environment.
Our ideals (like to haves):
Design:
● Able to take direction, work to a creative brief, be self-driven, work to a deadline and budget.
● Understanding of organising content into a clean and intuitive IA structure.
● Pull out appropriate messages and reorganise content supplied to create a friendly and
consumable user experience.
● Create other digital assets such as esignatures, svgs, content (image) editing etc.
Development:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Technically skilled and genuinely interested in technology as a creative pursuit rather than ‘just a
job’.
Skills are process are based on clean coding rather than a hacking approach.
Write reusable code as much as possible (If the exact same bit of code is used more than once, it
usually means you can make it reusable by turning it into a function / class / static function etc).
Driven to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget and to a high degree of client
satisfaction.
Quality focused - you embrace code reviews, testing and refactoring.
Flexible and have the confidence to learn quickly and apply new ideas.

➡️https://intern.firebrand.nz/
If the above sounds like you, apply via the JobDun website ➡️ http://ow.ly/RmwJ50KrJn3
Read some of last year’s intern stories at

